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RBI can’t bail out
bank treasury
always: Acharya
ANUP ROY
Mumbai, 15 January

Banks should not be surprised
when there is a sharp rise in
bond yields. Rather, they
should “know and understand this risk rather well,”
said Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) Deputy Governor Viral
Acharya to the association of
bond investors, most of them
being from banks.
“Interest rate risk of banks
cannot be managed over and
over again by their regulator,”
Acharya said on Monday,
delivering a stern message to
banks.
“The regulator, in the
interest of financial stability, is
caught in such situations,
between a rock and a hard
place, and often obliges.”
However, by taking advantage
of the dispensation regularly,
efficient price discovery in the
government securities (G-Sec)
market and effective market
discipline on the G-Sec issuer
was not happening. “Nor does
it augur well for developing a
sound risk management culture at banks.”
The comment comes at a
time when banks have been
lobbying with the central
bank to allow spreading their
treasury losses over a few
quarters, instead of booking it
right away. Yields moved
about 70 basis points in the
third quarter, which may
have resulted in ~150 billion
to ~250 billion of nominal
losses for banks.
In a speech at the annual
dinner of the Fixed Income
Money
Markets
and
Derivatives Association (FIMMDA), the RBI deputy governor indicated that this was not
the first time when bond
yields have risen. But banks
have not been much wiser;
rather, they tend to ignore the
risk. “… banks should not be
surprised repeatedly when
government bond yields rise

Bengal global
business summit
begins today
AVISHEK RAKSHIT
Kolkata, 15 January

After a lacklustre show last
year at the Bengal Global
Business Summit (BGBS), the
annual event showcasing the
state as an investment destination, the coming one is
expected to be attended by
doyens of industry.
These include steel magnate L N Mittal, Mukesh
Ambani, chairman and managing director at Reliance
Industries, and Sajjan Jindal,
chairman and managing
director of the JSW Group.
Last year in November, the
chief minister, Mamata
Banerjee, during her visit to
the UK, had invited Mittal
and got his confirmation. The
same month, she met
Ambani in Mumbai and invited him as well.
Jindal, along with son
Parth Jindal, is already in
the state for the opening of
the JSW cement plant
Banerjee inaugurated on
Monday. The entire Jindal
family was present.
Darshan Hiranandani,
managing
director
of
H-Energy and Gautam
Sashittal, chief executive of
Dubai Multi Commodities
Centre, will also be attending the two-day event starting Tuesday at the City
Convention Centre.

sharply and their investment
profits drop. RBI’s Financial
Stability Reports (FSR) have
regularly pointed out the
impact of such large interest
rate moves on capital and
profitability of banks,” said
Acharya. “Banks should know
and understand this risk
rather well. Perhaps they do,
and the issue is really one of
incentives that lead to their
ignoring this risk.”
And the incentive was to
line up to the regulator to give
regulatory compensation,
which, Acharya described as
“heads I win, tails the regulator dispenses.”
The share of commercial
banks in outstanding G-Secs
was around 40 per cent as on
June 2017, while investment
of banks in G-Secs as a percentage of their total investment was around 82 per cent
for FY 2016-17.
The corresponding figure
for public sector banks for
2016-17 was slightly higher at
84 per cent.
In spite of the relative stability of the consolidated
debt to gross domestic product (GDP) ratio of the government, the investor base
for G-Secs in India was primarily limited to domestic
institutions, which often
resulted in oversupply of
bonds in the market,
Acharya observed.
The excess liquidity in the
banking system did not get
absorbed through the RBI’s
liquidity operation, and capital-starved banks parked the
funds in bonds, at the
expense of duration risk. “As
a result, the size of banking
sector’s balance-sheet exposure to G-Secs, and hence, its
interest rate risk, is high in an
absolute sense, and is relatively elevated, when measured in proportion to total
assets, for public sector banks
relative to private banks,”
Acharya added.

CJI sets up
5-judge
constitution
Bench to
hear major
issues

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 15 January

Amid a virtual rift between the
Chief Justice (CJI) Dipak Misra
and four senior-most judges
over assignment of important
cases, the Supreme Court on
Monday announced the composition of a five-judge constitution Bench headed by the CJI,
which does not include them.

None of the four judges —
Justices J Chelameswar,
Ranjan Gogoi, M B Lokur and
Kurian Joseph — featured on
the list of members of the fivejudge constitution Bench.
According to official information, the 5-judge bench, comprising Chief Justice Dipak
Misra, Justice A K Sikri, Justice A
M Khanwilkar, Justice D Y
Chandrachud and Justice Ashok

Bhushan, will commence the
hearing on a range of crucial
matters from January 17.
Meanwhile, court sources
said it was not confirmed
whether the CJI met the four
judges on Monday who had
hurled accusations against him
at their controversial press conference on January 12.
According to the list of business for Tuesday, the 5-judge

bench will hear major cases
such as those challenging the
constitutional validity of the
Aadhaar Act and its 2013 judgement re-criminalising gay sex
between consenting adults.
The same combination of
judges had last year heard various constitution bench matters from October 10, including
the power tussle between the
Centre and the Delhi govern-

ment over administrative jurisdiction and a matter relating to
passive euthanasia.
This Bench would also hear
the contentious issue of the ban
on the entry of women between
10 and 50 years of age in Kerala’s
Sabarimala temple and resume
hearing a legal query on whether
a Parsi woman would lose her
religious identity if she marries a
man from a different religion.

